
Imagine that for some reason you are temporary unable to write by yourself.
How would you vote in a traditional system?

The Federation of the Cerebral Palsy Portuguese Associations (FAPPC), with support of IBM Portugal has embraced the challenge to create a
solution that could act as a true facilitator to enable the accessible vote.

This solution aims to meet the democracy values and rights. It opens the extend of new possibilities to blind persons, with low vision or with
physical and mobility limitations, including elderly people.

It enables the vote in a secret and independent way without the help of an assistant like any other citizen.
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Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD, 2007)
Article 9 Accessibility
To enable persons with disabilities to live independently and participate fully in all aspects of life, States Parties shall take appropriate measures to ensure to
persons with disabilities access, on an equal basis with others, to the physical environment, to transportation, to information and communications, including
information and communications technologies and systems, and to other facilities and services open or provided to the public.

Article 29 – Participation in political and public life
(…)ii. Protecting the right of persons with disabilities to vote by secret ballot in elections and public referendums without intimidation, and to stand for elections,
to effectively hold office and perform all public functions at all levels of government, facilitating the use of assistive and new technologies when appropriate.
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Simplicity - A very simple project that can be used by all the people, stressing the interaction with the

system to respect all the existing difficulties, and in this respect, it be an instrument of social inclusion.

Security - Accessible Vote is not an electronic vote. It entails a set of complexities and external threats that

we have deliberately removed from the equation. Going to the polling station and expressing your vote
independently in a booth without needing help contributes to meet the democracy levers. Voting is printed,
with encrypted content and following an encryption key mechanism to prevent any kind of fraud.

Similarity - This is one of the essential points of the solution, since this process tends to be the most

identical to what exists today, which does not require significant procedural and legislation changes.So
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Figure 2:

4. Switch button

5. Accessible Vote System

6. Printer

7. Printed vote (QRCode
encrypt) in the ballot box

Figure 1:

1. Switch button attached 
to the wheelchair. I vote 
with my face

2. Screen with vote 
candidates (Scan options)

3. Printed vote (QRCode
encrypt) in the ballot box
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Feedback from Citizens with Cerebral Palsy about first election with

Accessible Vote System – APPC (Porto)

'How did you feel about using the accessible voting system?'
It is an accessible and practical system in use.

More autonomy.

Easier than manual voting.

Well, as I don’t have to take anyone, it should be implemented at national level.

I felt it was easier for a person with a disability to understand the voting system.

Freedom, so the vote is more secret, nobody knows. It had to be so to vote for Government.

I felt I was doing a normal act of citizenship. It should be implemented all the country.

It was my first secret ballot, I felt that my secret ballot was finally held.

I felt very well and very comfortable, it's very easy.


